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INTRODUCTION

On April 28,1992, a notice cf opportunity for hearing was published in the Federal

Register reg .; ding an April 16, 1992 application by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company

(" Licensee") seeking authorization to change the design of the spent fuel pool at Millstone

Unit 2 from a two region to a three region configuration. 57 Fed. Reg.17934. The notice
.

included a proposed no signincant hazards consideration determinatioi ' J specified that.

"any person whose interest may be affected by this proceeding and who wishes to

' On June 4,1992, the NRC Staff made a final No Significant Hazards Consideration
("NSHC") determination and issued a license amendment authorizing the Licensee to make
the spent fuel pool storage design change. Under Section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act
("AEA"),42 U.S.C. 6 2239(a), and 10 C.F.R. 66 50.90-50.92, a license amendment may
be issued and made immediately effective during the pendency of a request for hearing
based on a determination that the action involves NSHC. Any hearing on the design change

ould thus properly be a post effectiveness hearing.
_

Under the license amendment at issue, the design of the spent fuel assemblies remains
unchanged, as does the design of the spent fuel storage racks in the pool. The present
pool's storage capacity of 1,112 fuel assemblies is reduced to a capacity of 1,072 fuel
assunblies usmg the new design. See June 4,1992 Safety Evaluation, at 12.
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panicipate as a party in the proceeding must Ole a written request for a hearing and a:

petition for lease to intervene" by htay 28,1992. /d. The notice funher described the

requirements of 10 C.F.R i 2.714 applicable to petitions for leave to intervene. Id. at

17934 35.

By letter postmarked htay 28,1992, hfary Ellen htarucci, s ,ted that a hearing be

held regarding the proposed amendment.2 As further discussed below, the hiay 28,1992
;

letter fails to particularize any injury from the design change so as to demonstrate standing,

fails to raise any issues within the scope of the April 28,1992 Federa/ Register notice, and

otherwise fails to n'eet the requirements for intervention set for$h in 10 C.F.R. 6 2.714

The request for hearing should, therefore, be denied.

i
.

DISCUSSION

A. W i Standards Annlicable To Intervention Petitions
-

|

Section 189(a),42 U.S.C. (2239(a), of the AEA provides, in pertinent part, that:

; in any proceeding under this chapter, for the granting, suspending, revoking, or
amending of any license or construction permit, or application to transfer,

'

control,...the Commission shall grant a hearing upon the request of any person
whose interest may be afected by the proceeding, and shall admit any such person
as a party to such proceeding (emphasis added).

Under NRC regulations implementing the AEA, "any person whose interest may be affected

by a proceeding and who desires to participate as a party shall file a written petition for

3

i

2 While the letter states that his, htarucci is the "co-ordinator for the Co-operative
Citizen's bionitoring Network," her request for a hearing is made on behalf of herself only.

<
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leave to intervene." 10 C.F.R. k 2.714(a)(1). Such petition must satisfy the following

requirements:

The petition shall set fortn with particularity the interest of the petitioner in the-

proceeding, how that interest may be afected by the results of the proceeding,
including the reasons why petitioner should be permitted to intervene, with
particular reference to the factors in paragraph (d)(1) of this section, and the
specific aspect or aspects of the subject matter of the proceeding as to which
petitioner wishes to intervene.

10 C.F.R. ( 2.714(a)(2) (emphasis added).'

In determinir; . ,ther a person or organization hhs sufficiently established an interest,
'

protected by the AEA, that may be affected by the proceeding, the Commission applies

contemporaneous judicial concepts of standing. See, e.g., Sacramento Municipal Utility
,

District (Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station), CL192 2, 35 NRC 47,56 (1992);

Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. Unit' 1), CL183 25,

18 NRC 327,332 (1983); Portland Cencral Electric Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant,
.

Units 1 and 2), CL176-27, 4 NRC 610, 614 (1976). These judicial concepts recuire a

petitioner to " establish that he or she will suffer a distinct and palpable harm that constitutes

i

' 10 C.F.R. { 2.714(d)(1) provides that, in considering petitions for leave to intervene
or requests for hearing, the Commission or presiding officer shall consider, among other
matters, the following factors:

(i) The nature of the petitioner's right under the AEA to be made a party to the
proceeding.

. (ii) The nature and extent of the petitioner's property, financial, or other interest in
the proceeding.

(iii) The possible effect of any order that may be entered in the proceeding on the
petitioner's interest.

_ - . . . - .
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the injury in fact, that the injury can be traced fairly to the challenged action, and that the

injury is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision in the proceeding.' Public Service

Co. of New .'.ampshire -(Seabrook Station, Unit 1), CL191 14, 34 NRC 261,

266-67 (1991). Accord, Foundation on Economic Yrends v. Lyng, 943 F.2d 79,

82 (D.C. Cir.1991) ("Lyng"); Nuc/ car Engineering Co. (Sheffield, Illinois, Low Level

Radioactive Waste Disposal Site), ALAB 473,7 NRC 737,743 (1978) (there must be a

concrete demonstration that harm could flow from the result of the licensing action).

In a license amendment nroceeding, one must allege a clear potential for offsite

consequences that would cause an injury in fact to the petitioner in order to establish

standing to inter ene. See Florida Power & Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant,

Units 1 and 2), CL189 21,30 NRC 325,329 30 (1989).

Mere academic interest in a matter or a result is not sufficient to establish standing.

Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S.127,739 (1972); Edlow international Co. (Agent for the.

Gosemment of India on Application to Export Special Nuclear Material), CL1-76 6,

3 NRC 563,572 (1976). One must show he would be actually harmed by the outcome of

the proceeding in order to intervene. Id. at 573 74; Lynx,943 F.2d at 85.

The Supreme Court recently indicated that unless a statute provides a specific right of

judicial review, one must premise an action upon the Administrative Procedure Act,

5 U.S.C. } 555 et seq. (APA), and show not only that he is within the zone of interests

protected by the statute involved, but that he will suffer a palpable " legal wrong because

of the challenged agency action or [be] adversely affected or aggrieved by that action within

the meaning of a relevant statute." Lujan v. National Wildhfe Federation, U.S. ,

1

|*
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110 S. Ct. 3177, 3185 86 (1990) ("Lujun"). See APA, 5 U.S.C. 6702. A relevant

statute is one "whose violation is the gravamen of the copiaint." Lujan,110 S.Ct. at

3187. To show that one is adsersely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the

meaning of a relevant statute, one must provide specine facts showing the manner in which

the agency action causes harm. Id. at 3186-87. Making general or conclusory allegations
,

of harm without detailing specific agency acts causing harm is not enough to establish'

standing. Id. at 3186 88.

4

Section 189 of the AEA,42 U.S.C. 2239, was amended in 1983 to generally provide
4

) that the Commission may issue license amendments without a hearing or prior notice if it

; determines that the amendment involve NSHC. Pub. L. 9bH5 $ 12,96 Stat. 2073 (1983).

This amendment, generally known as the "Sholly Amendment" provided the statutory basis

for the Commhsion's prior practice of allowing amendments not involving signincant
,

hazards considerations to become effective prior to a hearing. See final Procedures and

Standards on No Signiptant Ha:ards Consideration, 5 l Fed. Reg. 7744 46 (March 6, l986)

i ("Sholly Rule").

Acting under that amendment, the Commission adopted 10 C.F.R. QE 50.91,50.92,

50.58(b)(6) and 2.105(a)(4)(i), which permitted the issuance of license amendments

'

involving NSHC prior to a hearing and provided a limited review of such determinations.

Notice and State Consultorion,48 Fed. Reg.14873 (April 6,1983); 48 Fed. Reg.14864

(April 6,1983); 51 Fed. Reg. 7744. As the Commission stated in issuing the final rules:

(T]here is no intrinsic safety significance to _ the "no significant hazards
consideration" standard. Neither as a notice standard nor as a standard about
when a hearing may be held does it have a substantive safety significance.

r- g r e, w --e e- p, -e -4t--T+ y*-~vp 9 m c.
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Whether or not an action requires prior notice or a prior hearing, no license and
no amendment may be issued unless the Commission concludes that it provides
reasonable assurance that the public health and safety will not be endangered and
that the action will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the1

health and Ifety of the public. , . . In short, the 'no significant hazards
consideration" standard is a procedural standard which governs whether an
opportunity for a prior hearing must be provided before action is taken by the-

Commission. . . .

51 Fed. Reg. 7744, 7746.

Under 10 C.F.R. i 50.91, where it is determined that a license amendment request

involves NSHC, the NRC will issue a notice which describes the reques:ed amendment, sets

forth the proposed NSHC finding, requests comments on that proposed finding, and gives

notice of an opportunity for hearing. If requests for hearing are ' led pursuant to such

notice, the NRC will make a final determination on whether the amendment involves a

| significant hazards consideration. If the Gnal determination is that the proposed amendment
i

involves NSHC, the NRC may (upon making the requisite health and safety findings) issue

the requested amendment despite the pendency of a hearing request. A final NSHC.

! determination is not subject to review except by the Commission on its own initiative.

10 C.F.R. 6 50.5S(b)(6); we PaciMc Gas d Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
i

Plant, Units 1 and 2), CL186-12,24 NRC 1, 4, rev'd in part on other grounds, ' San Luis

Obispo Mothersfor Peace v. NRC,799 F.2d 1268 (9th Cir.1986); see also 48 Fed. Reg.

14873, 14876; 51 Fed. Reg. 7744, 7746, 7759.

For any licensing action, the matters outlined in the Federal Register notice of

opportunity for hearing define the scope of the proceeding on the action. See Wisconsin

Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-739,18 NRC 335,

4
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339 (1983); Northern Indiana Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear 1),
:
'

ALAB 619,12 NRC 558,565 (1980). Thus, parties may not seek to litigate issues that are
i

not within the scope of the notice of opportunity for hearing.

B. Thehfav 28.1992 Letter Fails To Satisfy The Reouirements for intervention

Treating the hiay 28, 1992 letter requesting a hearing as a petition for leave to.

intervene, intervention must be denied because, contrary to 10 C.F.R. l 2.714,

Ms. htarucci has fai!ed to show either an interest or an effect on an interest that may arise

] from the license amendment. The letter siinply fails to identify any individual interest of

his, biarucci that would be adsersely affected by the spent fuel pool design change,
,

i his. Starucci lises over 40 miles away from the Millstone facility, By its terms, the

amendment reduces, rather than expands, the spent fuel pool's storage capacity, and there

is no identification of offsite consequences resulting from the spent fuel pool storage design

change. Thus, Ms. Marucci cannot be presumed to have standing, See St. Lucie, supra,
.

30 NRC at 329; cf. Virginia Electric d Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear Power Station,

'

Units 1 and 2), ALAB 522,9 NRC 54 (1979).

Ms. Marucci states her concern regarding "a significant unacceptable hazards risk"

relating to " planned conditions to occur on June 14, 1992." This " ruling of no significant

hazard will allow [the Licensee) to proceed with a full core download on June 14." If by
;

'

these words Ms. Marucci seeks to litigate the Staff's NSHC determination, that

determination is not subject to review and is outside the scope of the proposed hearing.

10 C.F.R. f 50.58(b)(6); Diablo Canyon, supra. Similarly, the alleged " removal of

criticality monitors" as part of an earlier fuel consolidation program is not within the scope
,

- , _ .--- + . w .. r--e m, ,a v , e-
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of the April 28, 1992 Federal Register notice, and does not seem to be relevant to the

'

license amendment at issue.

his, hf arucci also questions whether the " criticality calculations" issue has been,

resolved. The simple fact that one has questions does not establish that one can be affected

:

i by the amendment and cannot provide a basis for standing. See TMI, supra,18 NRC at

332; Houston Lighting and Paner Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1),
,

l ALAB 582,11 SRC 239,242 44 (1980); Shrfc/d, suprn,7 NRC at 743.' his. htarucci

'

further expresses concern regarding a " spent fuel pool release accident." However, she

| provided no basis for any relationship between the amendment at issue and possible injury
1

to her. Without any indication of how the amendment could cause an accident or adversely
i

affect her, no basis is provided for standing. See St. Lucic, supra, Rancho Seco, supra.
;-

In summary, the hiay 28, 1992 letter request for hearing: (1) fails to establish any
.

* injury in fact"; (2) fails to show any interest within the " zone of interest" protected by the1

AEA or any other relevant statute; and (3) does not raise any issues within the scope of the
,

Federal Register notice.'
4

' As explained in the Staff's June 4,1992 Safety Evaluation, at 3, for the spent fuel
~

; pool regions affected by the design change, the maximum k-effectiveness limit ranged from
0.9179 to 0.9381, well within the 0.95 limiting criterion. See Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim

; Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-816,22'NRC 461,463 (1985).
.

5

The hiay 28,1992 ietter similarly fails to address whether discretionary intervention
may be evaluated. See Portland General Electric Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant,
Units I and 2), CL176 27,4 NRC 610,616 (1976). In particular, the letter provides no
evidence of: (1) any expertise which would help develop a sound record; (2) any property,
financial, or other interest his, hfarucci may have in the proceeding; (3) any adverse effect
any order entered in the proceeding might have on any of her interests; (4) the availability

(continued...)

.
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.- CONCLUSIONj
-

._
;
i

For the reasons set forth above, the May 28,1992 letter request for hearing does not -
>

.

4
3

satisfy the requirements for intervention pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.714, and Ms. Marucci's
.

|- request should be denied, i

j- |
,

5

V Respectfully submitted,-.

|
r
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i J n T.LHull-
; ounsel for NRC Staff .-

1

| Dated in Rockville, Maryland
i this 17th day of June,1992
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8(... con _tinued)
*-

of other means whereby Ms. Marucci's interests may be protected; (5) the extent to which,
C others may represent Ms. Marucci's interests; and.(6) the extent to which Ms. Marucci's

participation would cause an undue delay or burden on administrative resources,
_

i.

-

4

_
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UNITED STATES OFJAhiERICA,

{ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COhthilSSION-
4

: BEFORE THE COMhilSSION
!

i

| In the biatter of )

i _ )
1- NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COhiPANY, et. al. )
: ) Docket No. 50-336 OLA

(htillstone Nuclear Power )
| Station, Unit 2) )

!
!

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

[ I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO hi ARY hi4RUCCI'S REQUEST
'

FOR HEARING" in the above captioned proceeding have been served on the following by
deposit in the United States mail, first class, or as-indicated by an asterisk, through deposit in-.

4 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's internal mail system, this 17th day of June,1992:
?

j Nicholas S. Reynolds Office of the Secretary" (16)
i- John A. hiacEvoy Attn: . Docketing i 4 3r .e

Winston & Strawn U.S. Nuclear Regulaw , ,.'ommission.

; 1400 L Street, N,W. Washington,- DC 20555
i Washington, DC 20005

Office of Commission Appellate;

i biary E. hiarucci Adjudication * (1);
_

104 Brownell Street - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.

New Haven, CT 06511 Washington, DC. 20555
1
.

2

i

- Jo'h '. Hull ' '

.

-

- C nsel for NRC Staff .

.
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

! RELATED TO AMENDMENT NO. 158

!
TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-654

!
'

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY. ET AL.
!

| MILLSTONE NUCLEAR POWER STATION. UNIT NO. 2
'

!

i- -DOCKET NO. 50-336-
!

I'
| 1.0 INTRODUCTION
i

j By letter dated April 16. 1992,. as supplemented by letter. dated May 7, 1992,
j- Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (the licensee) proposed changes to the
; Millstone. Unit 2 Technical Specifications (TS) which would modify the existing
j two-region spent fuel pool design to a three-region configuration. -The May 7,

1992. letter provided information that did not change the initial proposed no.

significant hazards consideration determination,
i

| These changes were proposed as a result of errors-discovered in the spent fuel
i rack criticality analysis as reported to the NRC. in Licensee Event Report 92-
f 003-00, dated March 13, 1992. These calculational errors were due primarily

to the incorrect treatment of thin,- highly -absorbing Boraflex panels' and weret

: discovered while performing criticality reanalyses associated with the
i Boraflex degradation. This prompted the issuance of NRC Information Notice

92-21 and its Supplement.! -

I
i Presently, Region I of the Millstone Unit 2- spent fuel pool isLdesigned to

store up to 384 fuel assemblies with an initial enrichment of up to 4.5 weight-e

! percent (w/o) U-235. Region-liis comprised of five (5) rack modules and fuel
'

; assemblies can be stored in every location.- The Region I racks contain;
i Boraflex and have a nominal center-to-center distance between storage
! locations of 9.8 inches. . Region'II is designed to store up-to 728 fuel
j assemblies which have sustained a minimum required-burnup.as specified in TS

Figure-3.9-3. Fuel assemblies are stored 11n a- three-out-of_-four: array, with;
blocking devices installed to prevent inadvertent placement-of a fuel assembly-'

: in the fourth location. The Region |II storage racks have a nominal center-to-
; center distance:between storage locations of nine (9) inches 'and contain no
: Boraflex.
: .

The proposed changes would result in a three-region configuration, described-
by alphabetic letters rather than the previous numeric convention. - Region A-3-

[ would utilize three of the existing Region I poison rack modules. Region A is
i designed to store up to 224 fuel assemblies, which will be qualified for-
[ - storage by verification of adequate assembly. average burnup versus-fuel-
: - assembly initial enrichment. Fuel assemblies can-be: stored in every location-
!- in Region A. These: racks would be used for imediate storage 'of fuel
'

discharged'from the reactor. Region B would utilize the remaining two-
-

existing Region I rack modules. Region ~B is designed to store up to 120 fresh.

f 2 ? $!!C ||Q Yf
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(unirradiated) fuel assemblies with an initial- enrichment of up to 4.5 w/o
U-235 and other assemblies which do not satisfy the burnup versus initial
enrichment requirements of either Region A or Region C. Fuel assemblies will
be stored in a three-out-of-four array in Region B, with blocking devices
installed to prevent inadvertent placement of a fuel assembly in the fourth
location. Region C is the new designation for the existing Region 11 storage
racks, designed for fuel assemblies which have sustained their design burnup.
Since this group of racks do not contain Boraflex, a reanalysis due to
Boraflex degradation or due to previous calculational errors was not required.

2.0 EVALUATION

On September 8,1987, the NRC issued Information Notice No. 87-43 alerting all
operating licensees that gaps had been found in the Boraflex panels of the
spent fuel storage racks at Quad Cities Unit 1. In response to this, the
licensee initiated blackness testing on the Boraflex panels in the Millstone
Unit 2 spent fuel storage racks. To date, approximately half of the poisoned
rack cells in Region I have been tested. These measurements confirmed the
presence of gaps in about 16% of the irradiated panels with the largest
observed gaps at a 2% shrinkage rate, resulting in a maximum gap size of
approximately 2.825 inches. The licensee has, therefore, performed
criticality analyses to demonstrate the safety of the. storage racks accounting
for gap formation.

The criticality analysis assumed 4% shrinkage resulting in 5.65-inch gaps at
the observed test locations. The analysis also assumed a 4% gap formation
with a random distribution in all of the other Boraflex panels. The staff
considers these assumptions to be acceptable since the test data has only

. identified a maximum shrinkage of 2% and existing industry-wide data supports
a 4% msximum shrinkage rate. In addition, the random distribution-of gap

_

formation is also supported by the licensee's test data.

The NITAWL-KENO-Sa computer code package was used in a three-dimensional mode
with the 27-group SCALE neutron cross section set. This model has been
benchmarked against experimental data and has been found to adequately
reproduce the critical values. The original calculations for the Millstone
Unit 2 spent fuel pool used the 00T two-dimensional, discrete ordinates
transport code with cross sections generated by the CEPAK code, _a synthesis of
FORM, THERMOS, and CINDER. As previously mentioned, the original calculations
were found to be in error. The reactivity of the Region I spent fuel storage
racks was underpredicted due to inaccuracies in predicting Boraflex
absorption, thus resulting in a nonconservative analysis. A more recent
analysis of the original Region I design using the NITAWL-KENO-Sa package
resulted in a k-eff of 0.9812, assuming fully loaded racks of 4.5 w/o fuel-and
not accounting for Boraflex shrinkage. This does not meet the NRC 95/95upper limit k-eff criterion of no greater than 0.95.
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The licensee has, therefore, reanalyzed the Region I rack design with NITAWL--

KENO-Sa assuming a three-out-of-four storage configuration (new Region 8
designation) with 4.5 w/o fresh fuel and 5.65-inch gaps at the locations
observed in the Millstone 2 blackness tests and a random axial distribution of
5.65-inch gaps in all other Boraflex panels. The resulting maximua k-eff, ;*

including all appropriate biases and uncertainties, was 0.9179 for ANF fuel,
0.9252 for Westinghouse fuel,- and 0.9201 for CE fuel, all well within the 0.95
limiting criterion. The calculations also assumed a conservative shrinkage of
4% in width even though such shrinkage was not evident from visible
inspections of Boraflex panels.

The old Region I rack design was also reanalyzed utilizing all of _the cells in
a four-out-of-four cell arrangement with credit for fuel burnup (new Region A
designation). The same Boraflex gap distribution assumed in the Region B
analysis was used. As seen from TS Figure 3.9-4, fuel with an initial
enrichment of 4.5 w/o U-235 and minimus burnup of 8670 MWD /MTU is equivalent
to unirradiated fuel enriched to 3.3 w/o U-235. The resulting maximum (95/95)
k-eff was 0.9317 for ANF fuel. 0.9381 for Westinghouse fuel, and 0.9335 for CE
fuel, all within the 0.95 limiting criterion,

it is possible to postulate events, such as the inadvertent misloading of an
sssembly with a burnup and enrichment combination outside of the acceptable
area or the placement of a fresh assembly in the fourth cell of the three-out-
of-four configuration, which could lead to an increase in reactivity.
However, for such events, the Double Contingency Principle allows credit for
the presence of approximately 800 ppm of boron in the pool water required by.
TS whenever a fuel assembly is being moved in the spent fuel pool. The
reduction in k-eff caused by the boron more than offsets the reactivity
addition caused by credible accidents.,

The following TS changes have been proposed as a result of the reanalysis of
the Millstone Unit 2 spent fuel pool. The staff finds these changes
acceptable as well as the associated Bases changes.

(1) Definition 1.39, STORAGE P3TTERN is currently defined for Region II.
This is being changed to define the three-out-of-four array to be used
in Regions B and C.

(2) TS 3.9.17 is currently concerned with fuel movement over Region 11 racks
(due to the dropped assembly accident and misplaced fuel assembly
event). This is being changed from any fuel movement over the Region 11
racks to any fuel movement in the spent fuel-pool.

(3) TS 3.9.18 is-being modified to change the wording in the surveillance
requirements from Region II to Region C, and adds a surveillance
requirement to ensure that fuel assemblies'to be placed in Region A are
within the enrichment and burnup limits of a new Figure 3.9-4.

(4) Figure 3.9-1 is being modified to change the references from Region II
to Region C.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __-
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(5) Figure 3.9-2 is being modified to delete the references from Regions _1
and 11 ano add Regions A, B, and C.

(6) Figure 3.9-3 is being modified to change the references from Region 11 '

to Region C.

(7) A new Figure 3.9-4 is being added to specify the allowable enrichment
and burnup limits for fuel assemblies to be stored in Region A.

(8) TS 3.9.19 is being split into two parts:

(a) TS 3.9.19.1 is the old TS 3.9.19, changing the
references from Region 11 to Region C.

(b) TS 3.9.19.2 is a new requirement for the STORAGE
PATTERN requirements of Region B.

(9) The Design Features section for Fuel Storage Criticality and Capacity
are being changed to describe the design features for the newly defined
regions (A, B, and C), as well as to change the storage capacity-numbers
to reflect the blocked locations in Regions B and C.

(10) The Bases sections for TS 3.9.17, 3.9.18, and 3.9.19 are being changed
to reflect the changes introduced by the new spent fuel storage rack
criticality design basis.

Based on the review described above, the staff finds the criticality aspects
of the proposed Millstone Unit 2 spent fuel storage pool changes acceptable.
Specifically, with the conservatively postulated maximum 5.65-inch gaps in-all.

Boraflex panels, the spent fuel storage racks can safely accommodate spent
fuel from Millstone Unit 2 of the burnup-enrichment combinations indicated in
TS Figure 3.9-4 (Region A) or Figure 3.9-1 (Region C) using all cells in a
four-out-of-four arrangement.- In addition, Region B can safely acconsnodate
fresh 4.5 w/o U-235 Millstone Unit 2 fuel in a three-out-of-four loading-
pattern with the fourth cell _ empty.

>

3.0 STATE CONSULTATION

In accordance with the Cosesission's regulations, the Connecticut-State
official was notified of the proposed issuance of the amendment. The State
official had no consnents.

4.0 PUBLIC C0f94ENTS

Hs Patricia R. Nowicki, representing Earthvision Inc., by letter dated May
27, 1992, requested a public hearing on this matter citing that *...it would
be in the best. interest of both Northeast Utilities as well the welfare of the
citizens of this area that the licensee provide background information to the
public-as to the _need for and the safety of said amendment." The staff has-
considered Ms. Nowicki's consnents and has concluded that there is _nothing in
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them that would cause the staff to change the proposed no significant hazards
consideration determination.

Ms. Mary Ellen Marucci of New llaven, Connecticut, by letter postmarked May 28,
1992, requested a hearing and a wish to intervene and an implied request for a
10 day delay in the issuance of the amendment citing a concern that "...there
is significant unacceptable hazards risk if the spent fuel pool were to be
utilized under planned conditions to occur on June 14, 1992, and that the
design question of criticality calculations in that pool may not have been
resolved. Also the removal of criticality monitors as allowed by the NRC in
an experimental fuel consolidation program that is on-going may not have been
prudent.' The NRC staff has considered Ms. Marucci's comments and has
concluded that there is nothing in them that would cause the staff to change
the proposed no significant hazards consideration determination,

in a telephone conversation Mr. Michael Pray of New London, Connecticut, on
May 28, 1992, indicated that he would file a request for a hearing. That
request has not yet been received nor have Mr. Pray's coaments.

5.0 FINAL NO SIGNIFICANT HA7ARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

The Connission's regulations in 10 CFR 50.92 state that the Connission may
make a final determination that the license amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration if operation of the facility, in accordance with the
amendment, would not:

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an {accident previously evaluated.
,

Radiolosical consequences of the fuel handling accident are not impacted.

by the formation of Regions A and B because the fuel assembly design is
unchanged. However, the probability of nccurrence of a fuel misplacement
error has increased slightly. The increase is not significant because
the types of controls being put into place in Regions A and B are of the
same type as already in place in Region C. Furthermore, a fuel assembly
misplacement error is not considered an accident, as defined in the Final
Safety Analysis Report.

2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated.

No changes are being made to the fuel assemblies or the storage racks,
and controls used in the fuel pool will be of the same type as are now in
place. As such, there is no possibility of a new or different kind of
accident being created. The existing design basis covers all possible
accident scenarios in the spent fuel pool.
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3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

There is no reduction in-the margin of safety since K ,10.95 is met
under all analyzed conditions using conservative-assumptions which do

4

not credit the soluble boron in the spent fuel pool-except under some '

accident conditions, as allowed by NRC guidelines. The original
mechanical analyses are unchanged for thermal and seismic / structural
considerations.

Accordingly, the NRC staff concludes that the proposed amendment involves no
significant hazards considerations.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

The amendment changes a requirement with respect to installation or use of a
facility component located within the restricted area as defined in 10 CFR
Part 20. The NRC staff has determined that the amendment involves no
significant increase in the amounts, and no significant change in the types,
of any effluents that may be released offsite, and that there is no
significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposure. The Commission has made a final no significant hazards
consideration determination with respect to this amendment. Accordingly, the
amendment meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth
in 10 CFR Sl.22(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b) no environmental impact
statement or environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the
issuance of the amendment.

7.0 CONCLUSION

The Comission has concluded, based on the considerations-discussed above,-

that: (1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and. safety of the
public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, (2) such
activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations,
and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Principal Contributor: L. Kopp

Date: June 4, 1992
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